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ABSTRACT
We propose a novel Spatio-Temporal Graph Neural Network em-

powered trend analysis approach (ST-GTrend) to perform fleet-level

performance degradation analysis for Photovoltaic (PV) power net-

works. PV power stations have become an integral component to

the global sustainable energy production landscape. Accurately

estimating the performance of PV systems is critical to their fea-

sibility as a power generation technology and as a financial asset.

One of the most challenging problems in assessing the Levelized

Cost of Energy (LCOE) of a PV system is to understand and esti-

mate the long-term Performance Loss Rate (PLR) for large fleets

of PV inverters. ST-GTrend integrates spatio-temporal coherence

and graph attention to separate PLR as a long-term “aging” trend

from multiple fluctuation terms in the PV input data. To cope with

diverse degradation patterns in timeseries, ST-GTrend adopts a

paralleled graph autoencoder array to extract aging and fluctuation

terms simultaneously. ST-GTrend imposes flatness and smoothness

regularization to ensure the disentanglement between aging and

fluctuation. To scale the analysis to large PV systems, we also intro-

duce Para-GTrend, a parallel algorithm to accelerate the training

and inference of ST-GTrend.We have evaluated ST-GTrend on three

large-scale PV datasets, spanning a time period of 10 years. Our

results show that ST-GTrend reduces Mean Absolute Percent Error

(MAPE) and Euclidean Distances by 34.74% and 33.66% compared

to the SOTA methods. Our results demonstrate that Para-GTrend

can speed up ST-GTrend by up to 7.92 times. We further verify the

generality and effectiveness of ST-GTrend for trend analysis using

financial and economic datasets. Our source code, datasets, and a

full version of the paper are made available.
1

1 INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic energy represents a promising solution to growing

uncertainty over the stability of the world’s energy resources and

lowering the carbon footprint [18]. For large-scale deployment of

this well established technology, the financial benefits of investing

in commodity scale solar must be highlighted to encourage the

adoption of PV power generation. This is best accomplished through

careful accounting of all of the possible costs associated with the

production of energy. The Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) [7] is

a measurement of the total cost of the generation of one unit of

energy, and is used to quantify the profitability of a technology. The

LCOE summarizes the lifetime of the system including, initial cost

for planning, building, maintenance, and destruction of the site. A

significant portion of the LCOE of a PV system is related to its ability

to produce the same amount of power under the same weather

1
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Figure 1: Example of a PV system with 10-years power time-
series exhibiting non-monotonic degradation pattern.

conditions (Performance Loss) [25]. Performance loss in PV modules

on an individual’s roof may impact a single family electricity bill,

but the performance loss across fleets PV power plants contribute to

millions of dollars in lost revenue. The Performance Loss Rate (PLR)
of a photovoltaic (PV) system indicates the decline of the power

output over time (in units of % per annum (%/a, or %/year)) [16].

PLR represents the physical degradation of PV modules, which is a

critical property of any PV system. There are two approximating

models to quantify PLR: relative PLR [31], aggregated by comparing

power data output to its counterpart from initial state of the PV

system and absolute PLR [23], which is the coefficient of the slope

of the power output as time goes by.

Nevertheless, traditional PLR estimation typically models PLR as

monotonic, linearly decreasing quantities, assuming linear degra-

dation of the system components. In practice, PV degradation can

be neither linear nor monotonically decreasing [20, 25]. This leads
to erroneous estimation of the performance of PV systems over

their lifetimes for methods using aforementioned assumptions [25].

An accurate understanding of the PLR of PV systems is critical

to inform the LCOE calculation towards more accurate financial

predictions, and allow for targeted assets maintenance [8].

Example 1.1. Fig. 1 shows example of a ten-years-long timeseries

collected from a PV inverter. Observe that in first two years the

performance actually goes up and then it degrades in a linear fash-

ion till the end. Hence, we cannot identify a global linear trend to

characterize the performance loss rate for this inverter.

We observe that PLR in real PV systems do not always follow a

monotonic decreasing or increasing trend. For example, the new

installation of PV components may cause a break-in period when

the performance of PV systems actually improves [25, 32], then

degrades as time goes by, and eventually shows up after the break-

ing point. Complex phenomena related to module operation can

lead to cyclic patterns of power loss and recovery that are both

technology and weather dependent. Additionally, transient effects

such as the build up of debris on module surfaces can intermittently

lower power output [35].
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While several data-driven approaches have been studied for

PLR estimation, it remains to be a nontrivial task due to several

computational challenges below.

(1) Lack of Large fleet-level Analysis: Traditional PLR Power predic-

tion methods such as 6K, PVUSA, XbX, and XbX+UTC [5, 22, 24, 28]

can only provide stand-alone PLR analysis for a single PV system,

yet does not scale to large-scale, fleet-level PLR analysis [16].

(2) Domain-knowledge Heavy: Conventional PLR estimation meth-

ods [5, 22, 24, 28] often rely on domain-knowledge based model

tuning and ad-hoc decisions. They rely on domain knowledge and

manual effort, such as choosing appropriate thresholds, pre-defined

filters and physical models. None of these approaches has addressed

a streamlined automated PLR estimation pipeline that can “cold-

start” without prior domain knowledge of PV timeseries data. This

hinders large-scale PV PLR analysis.

(3) Diverse Degradation Patterns: As remarked earlier, PLR degrada-

tion pattern can be non-linear and/or non-monotonic [32], which

cannot be extracted by degradation profiling approach that assumes

the monotonic degradation pattern [46]. A single PLR value may

fail to characterize non-linear PV degradation patterns. Degrada-

tion patterns of real-world PV systems may exhibit “raise up then

down” rather than a monotonic change as time goes by.

(Spatiotemporal) Graph Neural Networks have been applied for

non-linear timeseries forecasting, with recent success in PV power

predictive analysis, and PV data imputation [12, 27, 44]. These

methods exploit spatio-temporal-topological features to better learn

PV fleet-level representations, and have been verified to outperform

state-of-the-art predictive methods in PV performance analysis.

The above observations inspire us to consider new PLR estima-

tion paradigms that take advantage of the following intuition. (1)

In ideal PV systems without degradation, long-term power time-

series should be stationary, despite of the variations due to weather

conditions across different seasons and years; and (2) power time-

series can be decomposed into two major components - a long-term

“degradation” trend that represents the changes (“up” and “down”)

in PV performance, and one or multiple fluctuation terms that cap-

ture the power timeseries seasonalities and noises. We approach

PV degradation estimation as an unsupervised regression problem

and investigate GNN-basedd trend analysis to effectively captures

long-term degradation patterns for large fleets of PV inverters.

Contributions. We make the following contributions.

(1) We propose ST-GTrend, a spatio-temporal graph autoencoder-

based method that can effectively capture the degradation patterns

in a fleet of PV systems. ST-GTrend adopts paralleled graph autoen-

coders (one pattern per GAE) to decompose the input into separated

trend and a series of different levels of fluctuation patterns and de-

rives degradation from the trend (aging) GAE channel.

(2) We design a unsupervised learning framework that does not

need any prior domain-knowledge. We design a novel learning

objective to ensure clear disentanglement between aging and fluc-

tuation terms, consisting of three components: (1) Minimizing the

reconstruction error between input and sum of aging and multiple

fluctuation terms, (2) Ensuring the smoothness of aging term by

reducing the noise level, and (3) Imposing the flatness conditions

on the fluctuation terms to ensure stationarity of them.

(3) ST-GTrend supports scalable spatiotemporal graph learning

and inference for long-term trend analysis. ST-GTrend achieves

this through a novel top-down three-level “Think-like” parallelism

graph learning algorithm Para-GTrend.

To our knowledge, ST-GTrend is the first work that uses spatio-

temporal graph autoencoders to perform fleet-level degradation

analysis, addressing non-linear and non-monotonic trend analysis.

We have deployed ST-GTrend on the CWRU CRADLE High Perfor-

mance Cluster (HPC) for monitoring the degradation patterns of

real-world PV systems using proprietary PV timeseries data from

our PV manufacturer collaborators. This enables us to provide them

real-time feedback of the performance of their PV systems.

Related Work. We summarize related work as follows.

Spatiotemporal Graph Neural Networks. GraphNeural Networks [49]
has been extensively investigated for graph representation learning.

Spatio-Temporal graph neural networks (ST-GNNs) are an exten-

sion of GNNs that are designed to model the dynamic node inputs

while assuming inter dependency between connected nodes [49].

ST-GNNs capture both spatial and temporal dependencies of graph

nodes with e.g., recurrent graph convolutions [2, 41] or attention

layers [50, 51]. The former captures spatiotemporal coherence by

filtering inputs and hidden states passed to a recurrent unit using

graph convolutions, while the latter learns latent dynamic temporal

or spatial dependency through attention mechanisms.

While prior study specifies GNN-based models for short-term

time-series prediction (usually with pre-defined historical and pre-

dictive windows), not much has been investigated to capitalize

ST-GNNs for providing a long-term trend analysis. Existing short-

term predictive methods cannot be easily adapted for unsupervised,

long-term PLR analysis, especially given non-linearity and non-

monotonicity nature of the long-term trends.

Degradation Analysis in Physical Systems. In general, degradation

models can be classified into experienced-based approaches, model-

based approaches, knowledge-based approaches, and data-driven

approaches [19, 42]. Neural Network-based data-driven approaches

has become more popular due to their capacity of capturing com-

plex phenomenon without prior knowledge and producing better

approximation than traditional regression methods [19]. Previous

work [46] proposes degradation profiling method for a single time-

series from the complex physical system and solve it as an opti-

mization problem by quadratic programming. Albeit it achieves a

clear separation between aging and fluctuation parts on a single

timeseries, it fails to capture non-monotonic aging pattern due to

the monotonic constraint imposed on aging part. In contrast, ST-

GTrend leverages rich spatial correlation from a fleet of physical

systems to extract degradation patterns for multiple timeseries,

from multiple system components at once. Moreover, architecture

design that supports effective scaling out with provable guarantees

over large fleet level analysis is not addressed by prior work.

2 PRELIMINARY
PV Network Model. We model a large-fleet PV timeseries dataset

G = {𝐺1, . . . 𝐺𝑇 } as a sequence of undirected graphs (“snapshots”),

where for each snapshot 𝐺𝑡 = (𝑉 , 𝐸, 𝑋𝑡 ) (𝑡 ∈ [1,𝑇 ]), (1) each node

in𝑉 denotes a PV system or inverter; (2) 𝐸 refers to the edge set that

links (spatially correlated) PV systems; and (3) 𝑋𝑡 ∈ 𝑅𝑁×𝑑
denotes
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Table 1: Summary of Notation.

Notation Description
𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸,𝑋𝑡 ) a series of spatio-temporal graphs

𝐺𝑡 snapshot of𝐺 at time t

𝑉 set of nodes in𝐺

𝐸 set of edges in𝐺

𝐴 adjacency matrix of𝐺

𝑋𝑡 node attributes (timeseries)

𝑘 the number of fluctuation terms

ℎ𝑎 aging term

ℎ𝑓𝑖
𝑖-th fluctuation term

𝑀 ST-GTrend Model

𝑃 set of processors/workers

the attribute/feature tensor at timestamp 𝑡 , where (a) 𝑁 refers to

the number of nodes in 𝐺𝑡 at time 𝑡 ; and (b) each node carries a

𝑑-ary tuple that records 𝑑 (PV) measurements at timestamp 𝑡 .

𝐴𝑖, 𝑗 =

{
1, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and exp (−

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡2𝑖 𝑗

𝜎2
) ≥ 𝜖

0 otherwise

(1)

The above equation derives the adjacency matrix 𝐴 of a PV

network. By default, ST-GTrend adopts 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 𝑗 as Euclidean distance

between the locations
2
of PV systems 𝑖 and 𝑗 .𝜎 is standard deviation

of all pairwise distances. 𝜖 is a threshold to control the network

sparsity: the larger, the sparser the network is.

PLR: A Characterization. PLR degradation pattern is defined as

the “performance loss” measured by power output of PV systems

under the standard test conditions (STC) over time [26]. STC [33]

means fixed test conditions with 25°𝐶 cell temperature, 1000𝑊 /𝑚2

plane of module irradiance and AM 1.5𝐺 spectrum. PV scientists

conduct accelerated indoor degradation testing and measure the

power output under STC to estimate PLR. Despite the simple compu-

tation, indoor testing may not reflect how the PV systems actually

degrade in real-world due to the varying environmental factors

to which real systems are exposed to. This calls for an automated

ML-based approach to estimate PLR of real systems using power

output streams. We advocate a modeling of the degradation pat-

tern to be the aging (trend) of the timeseries power output over

time, and derive the estimated degradation pattern after filtering

out the fluctuation terms that capture seasonalities and noises.

Problem Statement. We model PLR estimation as a regression

problem. Given the raw PV power timeseries data from a PV fleet,

We train a graph neural networks-basedmodel tominimize the error

between the real degradation pattern and estimated degradation

pattern, by solving an unsupervised regression problem.

More formally, consider a sequence of historically observed PV

network graphs 𝐺 = {𝐺1, . . . ,𝐺𝑇 }, where all graphs consist of the
same set of nodes 𝑉 and share the same adjacency matrix 𝐴, with

varying PV measurements at each node over time, we aim to obtain

a St-GNN based model such that it fits the “hidden” PLR pattern

by minimizing a loss function that quantifies two types of errors:

(a) reconstruction error of the aging and fluctuation terms and (b)

additional smoothness and flatness regularization.

3 ST-GTREND FRAMEWORK
We next introduce ST-GTrend architecture and its components.

2
ST-GTrend supports other user-defined distance measures such as spatial-temporal

correlation or feature differences as needed.

Model Architecture. We start with the architecture of ST-GTrend.

The model ST-GTrend consists of 𝑘 + 1 parallelized array of graph

autoencoders (GAEs), which decompose input PV signals into one

aging term, and 𝑘 fluctuation terms. (1) The first module (denoted as

𝐺𝐴𝐸1) extracts and learn an aging representation ℎ𝑎 , and (2) each

module 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [2, 𝑘 + 1]) extracts a distinct fluctuation term.

Justification of design. It is essential for ST-GTrend to learn “disen-

tangled” seasonal-trend representations. (1) Separatedly learned

sub-patterns can drastically improve timeseries prediction [14]. (2)

Furthermore, instead of leaning a joint representation for multi-

seasonal sub-series, ST-GTrend disentangles seasonal informational

using multiple GAEs: one for a separate fluctuation/seasonal rep-

resentation. Such design has been shown to be more robust to

interventions such as the distribution drift (shifts in distribution of

external factors) [48]. (3) Better still, the arrayed design enable a

hybrid parallization scheme to scale the training and inference of

ST-GTrend model, as verified in Section 5.

We next specify our design of major components in ST-GTrend.

Parallel GAEArray. As illustrated in Fig. 2, Each GAEmodule con-

sists of an encoder and decoder. Each encoder or decoder consists of

a graph transform operator (TransformerConv or TransformerDe-

Conv) followed by a graph attention operator (GATConv or GAT-

DeConv) to form two convolutional or deconvolutional layers. Both

operators leverage attention mechanism. In graph transformer op-

erator, the attention mechanism is applied independently to each

node and involves self-attention across nodes. On the other hand,

graph attention operator computes attention coefficients using a

shared self-attention mechanism across all nodes. This design has

its convention from established spatio-temporal GNNs e.g., [15].
We adapt such design for basic module in ST-GTrend for aging and

fluctuate representations for long-term trend analysis.

Graph Transformer Operators. Graph transformer operators, based

on transformer architecture, perform attentive information prop-

agation between nodes by leveraging multi-head attention into

graph learning [43]. Multi-headed attention matrices are adopted to

replace the original normalized adjacency matrix as transition ma-

trix for message passing. Therefore, nodes can apply self-attention

across nodes and update node representations to effectively aggre-

gate features information from their neighbors. We derive output

of timeseries at node 𝑖 𝑥 ′
𝑖
as follows:

𝑥 ′𝑖 =𝑊1𝑥𝑖 +
∑︁

𝑗∈𝑁 (𝑖 )
𝛼𝑖, 𝑗𝑊2𝑥 𝑗 ;

𝛼𝑖, 𝑗 = softmax

(
(𝑊3𝑥𝑖 )𝑇 (𝑊4𝑥 𝑗 )√

𝐷

)
(2)

Here𝑊1,𝑊2,𝑊3,𝑊4 are trainable parameters, and 𝐷 is the hid-

den size of each attention head .

Spatio-Temporal Graph Attention Operators. We adapt the attention

mechanism from graph attention networks (GATs) [47]. The opera-

tor uses masked self-attention layers and enable different weights to

different nodes in a neighborhood by stacking layers, where nodes

are able to attend over their neighborhoods’ features. This makes

ST-GTrend more sensitive to useful information from spatial and

temporal “neighbors” in the PV networks. We derive the updated

representation of timeseries at node 𝑖 𝑥 ′
𝑖
as follows:
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Figure 2: Overview of ST-GTrend Framework (six nodes shown in 𝐺𝑡 for illustration).

𝑥 ′𝑖 = 𝜎
©«

∑︁
𝑗∈𝑁 (𝑖 )

𝛼𝑖, 𝑗𝑊ℎ 𝑗
ª®¬ ;

𝛼𝑖, 𝑗 =
exp(LeakyReLU(𝑎𝑇 [𝑊ℎ𝑖 | |𝑊ℎ 𝑗 ]))∑

𝑗∈𝑁 (𝑖 ) exp(LeakyReLU(𝑎𝑇 [𝑊ℎ𝑖 | |𝑊ℎ 𝑗 ]))

(3)

Here 𝑎 is the shared learnable attention parameter vector,𝑊 is

learnable weight matrix, ℎ𝑖 , ℎ 𝑗 are input timeseries for nodes i and

j, respectively. 𝜎 is an activation function.

Learning Objective. ST-GTrend introduces rich expressiveness

with multiple parallelized GAE array. Meanwhile, a clear disentan-

glement among GAE outputs should be achieved to distinguish

aging and fluctuation representations. We next introduce a novel

design of the loss function such that it can achieve a separation

between aging and fluctuation for long-term trend analysis for

PLR estimation. The loss function consists of reconstruction error,

flatness regularization, and smoothness regularization.

Reconstruction Error. We aim to decompose 𝑋 into aging term ℎ𝑎
and 𝑘 different fluctuation terms ℎ𝑓1 , ℎ𝑓1 , . . . , ℎ𝑓𝑘 using 𝑘 + 1 GAEs.

To ensure the quality of decomposition, we want to minimize the

reconstruction error as follows:

𝑅𝐸 = | |𝑋 − ℎ𝑎 −
𝑘∑︁

𝑞=1

ℎ𝑓𝑞 | |
2

(4)

Flatness Regularization. To ensure stationarity of fluctuation, we

propose two constraints on ℎ𝑓 : (1) mean constraint: we segment

every timeseries to ensure difference ofmean between each segment

within the series being as small as possible and (2) slope constraint:

sum of absolute value of global slope of extracted ℎ𝑓 for each node

should be as close to zero as possible.

For mean constraint (MC), we partition ℎ𝑓 of each node into

𝑝 segments each with length 𝑤 . The length of w determines the

temporal resolution of extract fluctuation term. We then minimize

the sum of difference between mean values of each pair of the

segments to ensure flatness of the fluctuation over time defined as:

𝑀𝐶 =

𝑘∑︁
𝑞=1

𝑁∑︁
𝑙=1

𝑝∑︁
𝑖, 𝑗=1

(𝑚𝑞𝑙𝑖
−𝑚𝑞𝑙 𝑗

)2𝑊𝑖 𝑗 (5)

Here (1)𝑚𝑞𝑙𝑖
denotes the mean of the 𝑖-th segment of the 𝑙-th node’s

𝑞-th fluctuation term, (2)𝑊 is a weight matrix, where each entry

𝑊𝑖 𝑗 denotes a learnable weight to minimize the mean difference

between segmented pair𝑚𝑙𝑖 and𝑚𝑙 𝑗 . To ensure the long-termmean

being minimized, we apply linear growth of the weight based on

the distance between𝑚𝑙𝑖 and𝑚𝑙 𝑗 . This is based on the following

intuition: the farther the two segments are from each other, the

more weights are given to minimize their mean difference.

Slope Constraint. The slope constraint (SC) ensures the global flat-
ness of each fluctuation level, and is defined as:

𝑆𝐶 =

𝑘∑︁
𝑞=1

𝑁∑︁
𝑙=1

��𝑠𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 (ℎ𝑓𝑞𝑙 )�� (6)

Here the slope is calculated from the least square fit.

Smoothness Regularization. We also want to reduce noises in ℎ𝑎

by minimizing sum of the standard deviation of the first-order

differences of aging term of all the nodes. We thus introduce a

smoothness regularization (SR) term as:

𝑆𝑅 =

𝑁∑︁
𝑙=1

𝑆𝐷 (ℎ𝑎𝑙 [𝑡 + 1] − ℎ𝑎𝑙 [𝑡]) (7)

where 𝑡 ∈ [1,𝑇 − 1] with 𝑇 the total number of timestamps, and

SD denotes standard deviation.

Loss Function. Putting these together, we formulate the loss function

of ST-GTrend as:

L(𝑋,ℎ𝑎, ℎ𝑓 ) = 𝑅𝐸 + 𝜆1𝑀𝐶 + 𝜆2𝑆𝐶 + 𝜆3𝑆𝑅 (8)

Here RE, MC, SC, SR are defined in the Eq. 3-6. 𝜆1, 𝜆2, and 𝜆3
control the trade-off between reconstruction error and the quality of

disentanglement between aging and fluctuations. The loss function

aims to minimize the reconstruction loss while ensuring the flatness

of the fluctuation terms and smoothness of the aging term.

PLR Calculation. The output of ST-GTrend can be used to derive

both estimated degradation pattern (EDP) and global PLR. ℎ𝑎 di-

rectly provide the EDP for all systems in the PV fleet. We derive

global PLR of system 𝑖 by calculating the percent of performance

loss or gain between any element 𝑣 in ℎ𝑎𝑖 and its corresponding
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Algorithm 1 : Para-GTrend

1: Input: A batch of snapshots G = {𝐺1, . . . ,𝐺𝑇 }, (optional) ST-
GTrend Model𝑀 , number of fluctuation terms 𝑘 , a set of win-

dow sizes𝑊 , a set of processors 𝑃 , a coordinator processor 𝑃0,

number of epochs 𝑒;

2: Output: Incrementally trained𝑀′
upon batch G.

3: for𝑚 = 1 to 𝑒 do
4: for 𝑖 in 1 to 𝑘 + 1 do in parallel ⊲ Model Parallelism

5: if 𝑚 = 1 then
6: 𝑃0 creates 𝐺𝑖 , a copy of 𝐺 ;

7: for 𝑗 in 1 to ⌈ 𝑇
𝑊𝑖

⌉ do in parallel ⊲ Data Parallelism

8: if 𝑚 = 1 then
9: 𝑃0 ships 𝐺𝑖, 𝑗 = 𝐺 𝑗+(𝑖−1)×𝑊𝑖 :𝑗+𝑖×𝑊𝑖

to 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 ;

10: 𝑃𝑖, 𝑗 creates 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖, 𝑗 ;

11: 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖, 𝑗 .𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 (𝐺𝑖, 𝑗 ); ⊲ Pipeline Parallelism

12: Backpropagate and update local gradient of𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖, 𝑗 ;

13: if 𝑚 = 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ𝑠 then
14: 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖 = 𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖, 𝑗 ),∀𝑗 ∈ [1, ⌈ 𝑇

𝑊𝑖
⌉];

15: 𝑃0 derives𝑀
′
by assembling all 𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑖 , ∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑘 + 1];

16: return𝑀′
from 𝑃0;

Figure 3: Para-GTrend: Three-level Parallel Training.

one year apart element 𝑣 ′ through:

𝑃𝐿𝑅𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 =
1

𝑚

𝑚∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑣 ′ − 𝑣

𝑣
× 100% (9)

Where𝑚 is the total number of one year apart pairs in ℎ𝑎𝑖 .

Time-cost Analysis. We present an analysis on the inference cost

of ST-GTrend. It takes in total𝑂 (𝐿𝑚𝑓 +𝐿𝑃𝑛𝑓 2) [17] to derive decom-

posed results for a timestamp. Here 𝑛,𝑚, 𝐿, 𝑃 and 𝑓 denote number

of nodes, number of edges, number of layers of GAE modules, prop-

agation order of message passing (which is bounded by the diameter

of PV network), and dimensions of the node features, respectively.

As 𝐿 and 𝑃 are often small for practical GAE designs, and 𝑓 are

small constants in real PV data, the overall inference cost (including

estimating EDP or global PLR) is 𝑂 ((𝐿𝑚𝑓 + 𝐿𝑃𝑛𝑓 2)𝑇 + 𝑛𝑇 ), which
is bounded in 𝑂 ((𝑚 + 𝑛)𝑇 ).

4 PARALLELIZATION AND DEPLOYMENT
The design of ST-GTrend is “parallel-friendly” [3]. We next intro-

duce a parallel algorithm, denoted as Para-GTrend, to scale the

learning and inference of ST-GTrend to large PV network degrada-

tion analysis. Para-GTrend exploits parrallelism with three levels

of computation (as illustrated in Fig. 4).

Level I: “Think-like Branch” Model Parallelism. ST-GTrend contains

parallelized GAE array with𝐺𝐴𝐸1, . . . ,𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑘+1 branches, as shown
in Fig. 2.𝐺𝐴𝐸1 is the aging branch.𝐺𝐴𝐸2, . . . ,𝐺𝐴𝐸𝑘+1 are the fluc-
tuation branches. This presents opportunities for parallelizing the

training by distributing GAE branches among processors. In each

training epoch, Para-GTrend computes the forward propagation in

parallel without coordination. The output of each branch will be as-

sembled together by an coordinator processor 𝑃0 to calculate global

Figure 4: Proposed Para-GTrend (𝑘 = 3 for illustration: one
aging channel and three fluctuation channels).

loss in Eqn. 8. Then each branch backpropagates independently

and updates their local gradients in parallel.

Level II: “Think-like Snapshot” Data Parallelism.Within each branch,

ST-GTrend takes a sequence of “snapshots” {𝐺1, . . . ,𝐺𝑇 } as the in-
put. Para-GTrend processes the temporal components of the input

with a specified length 𝐿 in parallel. For each fluctuation branch,

𝐿 is set to be the window size𝑤 for the corresponding fluctuation

branch. For example, in Fig. 4, there are three fluctuation branches,

each with different window size corresponding to “month”, “quar-

ter”, and “year”. For aging branch, 𝐿 = min𝑗∈[2,𝑘+1] 𝑤 𝑗 . Besides,

ST-GTrend exploits the mini-batch data parallelism (MBDP) in

DGL [52] to achieve even larger speed-up. It splits the information

propagation of the network into parallelly computed message flow

graphs induced by mutually disjoint node batches.

Level III:“Think-like Layer” Pipeline Parallelism. Each branch of ST-

GTrend encompasses two layers for encoder, and another two layers

for decoder. We adopt an asynchronous macro-pipeline parallelism

schema [36] to parallelize the computation of layers within each

GAE, such that inter-layer synchronization is eliminated (without

information loss, i.e., the batched graphs from level II are indepen-

dent of each other). A worker processing its graph batch starts

the graph operation on the new layer as soon as it completes the

non-linearity in previous layer [4].

To measure the parallelism of Para-GTrend, we extend the notion

of parallel scalability [11, 30] to graph learning.

Definition 4.1. A training algorithm is parallel scalable if its par-
allel time cost is inverse proportional to the number of parallel

processors, with additional cost that is independent of input size.

Theorem 4.2. The training algorithm Para-GTrend is scale-free

with a total parallel cost in 𝑂
(
𝑇 (𝐺,𝑀 )

|𝑃 | + 𝑓 (𝜃 )
)
time, where 𝑇 (𝐺,𝑀)

is total cost without parallelism and 𝑓 (𝜃 ) is independent of the size
of 𝐺𝑡 and linear to the length of timeseries.

Proof Sketch. Given the input G (a series of 𝐺𝑡 ) and model M and

the total cost of ST-GTrend training without parallelism 𝑇 (𝐺,𝑀),
since the maximum speed-up is bounded by the number of proces-

sors/workers utilized, which is |𝑃 |, the lower bound of the cost of

Para-GTrend is
𝑇 (𝐺,𝑀 )

|𝑃 | . We denote the communication overhead
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Figure 5: Illustration of ST-GTrend Workflow with Level I
Parallelism Implemented for PV Systems from Our Industry
Partners (deployed in CRADLE [37]).

between the coordinator and processors/workers as 𝑓 (𝜃 ) which
is in 𝑂 (𝑘 ⌈ 𝑇

𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛
⌉𝑒), where 𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min{𝑤1,𝑤2, . . . ,𝑤𝑘+1}. Since

𝑤𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑘 are hyper-parameters, 𝑓 (𝜃 ) is independent of the the
number of nodes |𝑉 | and number of edges |𝐸 |. 𝑓 (𝜃 ) is linear to the

length of timeseries |𝑇 |. Therefore, the total cost of Para-GTrend is

in 𝑂

(
𝑇 (𝐺,𝑀 )

|𝑃 | + 𝑓 (𝜃 )
)
such that 𝑓 (𝜃 ) is independent of size of the

𝐺𝑡 and linear to the length of timeseries.

System Deployment. ST-GTrend has been deployed to improve

PV PLR estimation for commerical plants from SolarEdge (energy

company). Fig. 5 illustrates how ST-GTrend (with Level I Model Par-

allelism illustrated) is incorporated into the our high performance

cluster (HPC) CRADLE [37] and communicates with industrial part-

ners. Acquisition of high-quality data is challenging and crucial for

PLR degradation analysis on real-world PV systems. Our developed

spatio-temporal data imputation python package [13] provides

high-quality data for ST-GTrend training and inference. ST-GTrend

leverages Para-GTrend to accelerate training and inference using

computational resources in HPC. The estimated fleet-level PLR re-

sults are then forwarded to our PV commercial collaborators and

research PV farms. Our proposed framework is generally applicable

to other domains that involves spatiotemporal long-term timeseries

analysis,e.g., trend analysis in traffic volumes at intersections, air

quality changes in urban environments, monitoring the trend of

the spread of infectious diseases, and etc. Domain knowledge from

corresponding fields can guide the choice of hyperparameters such

as the number of fluctuation terms 𝑘 and corresponding window

sizes𝑤 needed and trains ST-GTrend accordingly.

5 EXPERIMENTS
We experimentally verify the performance of ST-GTrend compared

with baselines, in terms of accuracy and case analysis of estimated

degradation patterns.

5.1 Experimental Setup
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the degradation estimation er-

rors using Euclidean Distance (ED) and Mean Absolute Percent

Error (MAPE). Smaller values of ED and MAPE indicate better

PLR estimations, as they represent a closer match between the EDP

(estimated degradation pattern) and RDP (real degradation pattern).

ED. Reporting a single degradation rate for the entire system does

not capture the system’s performance dynamics over time. We

establish a novel way to quantify how well a model can estimate

PLR degradation pattern, consisting of the following two steps: (1)

Rescaling: Given RDP and EDP, we rescale every data point in RDP

and EDP by dividing them by their respective first values and (2)

Error Calculation: We calculate ED between scaled RDP and EDP.

MAPE. We define MAPE as follows:

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

𝑁∑︁
𝐿=1

𝑇∑︁
𝐽 =1

|𝐸𝐷𝑃𝐿𝐽 − 𝑅𝐷𝑃𝐿𝐽 |
𝑁 ×𝑇 × |𝑅𝐷𝑃𝐿𝐽 |

× 100% (10)

where 𝐸𝐷𝑃𝐿𝐽 is the 𝐽 − 𝑡ℎ coefficient of EDP for node 𝐿.

Datasets. We verify our model on five datasets, including three PV

datasets and two real-world datasets from Economy and Finance:

(1) PV_Case1: It refers to the PV datasets exhibiting global linear

degradation patterns. (2) PV_Case2: It refers to the PV datasets

showing a piecewise linear degradation pattern with a breakpoint

(a change in the degradation rate at the second year). (3) PV_Case3:
This refers to the PV dataset exhibiting a non-linear exponential

degradation. Each PV dataset consists of 10-year power output

timeseris from 100 inverters in 5 PV sites fromColorado, USA. Every

power output timeseries includes sample interval of 15 minutes,

amounting to 350,592 data points for each PV inverter. Each PV site

contains spatially correlated inverters such that inverters in close

proximity experience similar degradation severity. Each inverter

(PV system) is located in one of the five clusters, each with a ±4%
noise in geo-spatial position, and with a ±.2% noise.

To demonstrate the generality of ST-GTrend for trend analysis in

other applications, we also adopt the following public datasets. (4)

Finance 3
: This refers to weekly stock prices of the 500 companies

listed in S&P 500 from 12/13/2018 to 12/13/2023. (5) Economy 4
:

an annual GDP (in current US dollars) of G20 countries in past 50

years sampled from 1973 to 2022. For finance (resp. economy) data,

each node represents a stock (resp. country). For both datasets, we

used a thresholded pairwise absolute pearson correlation among

node attributes (timeseries) to establish edges.

We obtain the RDP of stock and GDP timeseries using empirical

mode decomposition [21] which is widely applied in finacial and

economic trend analysis [6, 9, 34, 40]. We split each dataset by

nodes, 50% for training, 25% for validation, and 25% for testing.

Baselines. We compare ST-GTrend with eight baselines.

(1) 6K [22]: a domain-specific model, which incorporates irradiance

and module temperature as a fraction of standard irradiance and

difference from standard temperature.

(2) PVUSA [28]: an established physics-based PLR estimation model.

The assumption of the model is that the current of a solar panel

is a function of the irradiance and the voltage is a function of the

irradiance and the module temperature.

(3) XbX [5]: a data-driven, multiple regression predictive model. The

model enables change of point PV degradation pattern modeling.

(4) XbX + UTC [24]: The XbX + UTC is based on the XbX model by

introducing a universal temperature correction (UTC) to produce

3
https://finance.yahoo.com/

4
https://data.worldbank.org/
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a single temperature coefficient that can be used to convert to the

desired representative temperature value.

(5)MSTL [45]: Multiple Seasonal-Trend Decomposition using Loess

(MSTL) decomposes a time series into a: trend component, multiple

seasonal components, and a residual component. MSTL uses STL

to iteratively extract seasonal components from a time series.

(6) SSA [1]: Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) allows extraction

of alleged trend, seasonal and noise components from time series.

The name comes from singular decomposition of a matrix into its

spectrum of eigenvalues. The time series can be reconstructed by

regrouping different important components.

(7) QP-Aging-Detect [46]: The QP-Aging-Detect, is a mathemati-

cal model using Quadratic Programming (QP) to profile long-term

degradation by decomposing timeseries into the aging and fluctua-

tion terms. For fair comparison, we remove the monotonic (strictly

increasing or decreasing) constraint imposed on aging component

when implementing it in CVXPY [10].

(8) STGAEs: Spatio-Temporal Graph Autoencoders (STGAEs) are

variants of ST-GTrend, where the encoder and decoder layers in

ST-GTrend are replaced by either Graph Convolutional (GCN) Lay-

ers [29] for STGAE1 or graph attention layers [47] for STGAE2.

Hyperparameter Tuning. We use grid search based on the vali-

dation loss to identify the optimal set of hyper-parameters [38] for

ST-GTrend. We varied the number of fluctuation term 𝑘 in the set

{1, 2, 3, 4}, network sparsity 𝜖 in the set {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}, number

of epochs in the set {100, 250, 500, 750, 1000}, learning rate from

{0.001, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1}, regularization terms 𝜆1, 𝜆2, and 𝜆3 all in the

set {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 100, 200}. Based on the validation loss, we

choose 𝑘 equal to 1, 𝜆1, 𝜆2, and 𝜆3 to be 5, 100, and 10 separately,

epsilon to be 0.5, epochs to be 500, the learning rate to be 0.05.

Model Training. ST-GTrend is trained by Adam optimizer [29]

and implemented with PyTorch Geometric Temporal [39], on 12

Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4216 CPU @ 2.10GHz, 128 GB Memeory, 16

cores, and 8 32GB NVIDIA V100 GPU from Case Western Reserve

University (CWRU) High Performance Computing (HPC) Cluster.

5.2 Experimental Results
Exp-1: PLR Degradation Estimation Errors. To evaluate the

PLR degradation pattern estimation accuracy, we compare MAPE

and ED between the RDP and EDP. Table 2 presents PLR degrada-

tion pattern estimation errors of ST-GTrend and three types of PV

datasets, each exhibiting a different type of degradation pattern: lin-

ear, linear with breakpoint, and non-linear and two other datasets

from finance and economy.

We observe that ST-GTrend achieves the best PLR degradation

pattern estimation measured by MAPE and ED across all datasets.

Compared to the top two baselines XbX+UTC and STGAE2, ST-

GTrend achieves a reduction of 34.74% and 33.66% on average in

MAPE and ED. Moreover, even in the more challenging degradation

patterns Case2 and Case3, ST-GTrend continues to outperform the

other baselines significantly. These results demonstrate that ST-

GTrend models have the potential to provide accurate estimation

of PLR degradation patterns for all systems within a large PV fleet.

Exp-2: Detail Evaluations of ST-GTrend. We conduct case stud-

ies to validate the quality of disentaglement between aging and

Figure 6: Example of Extracted Aging (in red) and Fluctuation
Terms (in black) by ST-GTrend for a PV System (left: PV_Case
3, right: PV_Case 2).

fluctuation terms decomposed by ST-GTrend and the effectiveness

of the design of encoder an decoder in ST-GTrend.

Decomposition Results from ST-GTrend. Fig. 6 illustrates extracted

aging and fluctuation terms of a PV system under linear with break-

point and non-linear degradation patterns. From this figure, we

observe that ST-GTrend achieves a clear disentanglement between

aging and fluctuation terms. Aging term successfully captures the

initial upward trend in the cases 2 degradation pattern. Fluctuation

term captures annual seasonality and noises from the input time-

series. Our results indicate that design of graph autoencoder and

learning objective in ST-GTrend is effective in separating aging and

fluctuation in PV dataset.

Effectiveness of Encoder and Decoder Design. To further analyze the
effectiveness of the encoder and decoder design of ST-GTrend, we

quantify the estimation errors changes when replacing the graph

convolution layers in ST-GTrend by either graph convolutional

(GCN) layers in STGAE1 or graph attention networks (GAT) layers

in STGAE2. We observe that STGAE1 and STGAE2 incurs larger

PLR estimation errors, on average 89.8% and 65.7% larger MAPE,

when compared to ST-GTrend. Our results verify the effectiveness

of design of autoencoder in ST-GTrend.

Visual Analysis. We compare EDP extracted by ST-GTrend and top

six best-performed baselines with RDP. Fig. 7 shows ST-GTrend

can better recover real degradation pattern from input timeseries

than all baselines since it show a closer match with RDP. We can

see EDP extracted by ST-GTrend is the closest to RDP in both case

2 and case 3 figures followed by XbX+UTC and STGAE2, which is

consistent with the comparison of degradation pattern estimation

error results shown in Table. 2.

Exp-3: Ablation Analysis. To study how regularization terms im-

posed on learning objective impact the accuracy of ST-GTrend, we

conduct two ablation analyses to remove the flatness regularization

or smoothness regularization from our learning objective in Eq. 8 to

study how they affect the accuracy of ST-GTrend. As illustrated in

Table. 2, as for the flatness regularization, we find that ST-GTrend

with flatness regularization reduces MAPE and ED by 58.10% and

54.92% on average compared to ST-GTrend without flatness reg-

ularization (ST-GTrend-NF). On the other hand, for smoothness

regularization, we observe that ST-GTrend with smoothness regu-

larization reduces MAPE and ED by 30.87% and 31.27% on average

compared to ST-GTrend without smoothness regularization (ST-

GTrend-NS). These results verify the effectiveness of regularization

terms in the design of ST-GTrend.
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Table 2: Comparison of Degradation Pattern Estimation Error between ST-GTrend and Baselines. The best-performing results
are highlighted in bold, while the second-best ones are italicized. (“ST-GTrend-NF”: ST-GTrend w/o flatness regularization;
“ST-GTrend-NS”: ST-GTrend w/o smoothness regularization; “-”: not available due to being PV domain methods).

Datasets
PV_Case1 PV_Case2 PV_Case3 Finance EconomyModels

MAPE ED MAPE ED MAPE ED MAPE ED MAPE ED

6K 11.97 ± 0.71 0.410 ± 0.024 11.11 ± 0.70 0.424 ± 0.025 12.14 ± 0.67 0.410 ± 0.024 - - - -

PVUSA 4.66 ± 0.26 0.167 ± 0.010 4.59 ± 0.26 0.178 ± 0.010 4.71 ± 0.25 0.166 ± 0.010 - - - -

XbX 4.21 ± 0.11 0.147 ± 0.004 4.20 ± 0.10 0.161 ± 0.004 4.18 ± 0.07 0.144 ± 0.003 - - - -

XbX+UTC 1.27 ± 0.04 0.052 ± 0.002 1.22 ± 0.04 0.045 ± 0.002 1.21 ± 0.04 0.044 ± 0.002 - - - -

QP-Aging-Detect 2.38 ± 0.21 0.071 ± 0.005 1.18 ± 0.07 0.043 ± 0.002 2.57 ± 0.24 0.073 ± 0.005 28.16 ± 1.52 2.12 ± 0.12 13.17 ± 0.97 0.45 ± 0.02

MSTL 1.84 ± 0.09 0.055 ± 0.003 1.90 ± 0.10 0.064 ± 0.003 1.45 ± 0.09 0.041 ± 0.003 24.47 ± 1.66 1.94 ± 0.13 10.70 ± 0.73 0.37 ± 0.02

SSA 2.03 ± 0.19 0.059 ± 0.004 1.13 ± 0.08 0.041 ± 0.003 1.96 ± 0.17 0.054 ± 0.004 21.72 ± 1.46 1.70 ± 0.11 17.37 ± 1.07 0.57 ± 0.04

STGAE1 0.61 ± 0.03 0.022 ± 0.002 2.00 ± 0.18 0.071 ± 0.006 2.23 ± 0.19 0.069 ± 0.005 22.12 ± 1.33 1.75 ± 0.11 16.67 ± 1.02 0.58 ± 0.03

STGAE2 0.46 ± 0.02 0.018 ± 0.001 2.04 ± 0.15 0.075 ± 0.005 1.81 ± 0.15 0.053 ± 0.004 21.85 ± 1.31 1.72 ± 0.11 10.53 ± 0.69 0.36 ± 0.01

ST-GTrend-NF 2.84 ± 0.19 0.094 ± 0.005 1.46 ± 0.11 0.052 ± 0.003 2.33 ± 0.14 0.076 ± 0.005 26.69 ± 1.48 2.31 ± 0.13 14.89 ± 0.86 0.51 ± 0.01

ST-GTrend-NS 0.69 ± 0.03 0.027 ± 0.001 1.01 ± 0.04 0.038 ± 0.001 1.95 ± 0.05 0.068 ± 0.001 21.26 ± 1.27 1.68 ± 0.10 9.49 ± 0.65 0.35 ± 0.01
ST-GTrend 0.40 ± 0.02 0.015 ± 0.001 0.96 ± 0.04 0.036 ± 0.001 0.85 ± 0.03 0.031 ± 0.001 18.65 ± 1.15 1.44 ± 0.08 9.31 ± 0.61 0.31 ± 0.01

Figure 7: Comparison of Real Degradation/Trend Pattern with Patterns Extracted by ST-GTrend and Baselines (left: PV_Case 2;
mid: PV_Case 3; right: Finance).

(a) Dataset: PV (b) Dataset: Economy

Figure 8: Scalability Test on Model and Data Parallelism
(training time measured by averaging 50 rounds).

Exp-4: Scalability Test. We conduct controlled scalabilty tests

on ST-GTrend to report the individual improvement of data or

model parallelism alone. (1) We report the scalability of Level I

(Model) Parallelism by distributing the training of GAE branches

into parallel workers (CPUs). As shown in Fig. 8, the training time

(on both PV and Economy datasets) is inverse proportional to the

number of workers as it increases from 2 to 8. In other words, the

speed-up achieved by model parallelism are proportional (linear)

to the number of workers. (2) We next report the result for the

Level II (Data Parallelism) where we use multiple workers (GPUs)

to train local GAE by fitting the batched input spatio-temporal

graph snapshots in parallel. Fig. 8 verifies that Para-GTrend scales

well with more computing resources. The training efficiency of

ST-GTrend reduces are improved by 7.56 times as the number of

workers increases from 2 to 8.

6 CONCLUSION
We have proposed ST-GTrend, a novel spatiotemporal GNN that

adopts paralleled graph autoencoder modules to decompose input

photovoltaic (PV) power timeseries into aging (PV performance

loss) and fluctuation terms for long-term trend (PLR) analysis. Each

module exploits spatial coherence from neighboring PV inverters

and temporal correlations within-series to perform aging and fluc-

tuation extractions for PV fleet-level analysis. The loss function of

ST-GTrend ensures the clear disentanglement between aging and

fluctuation through smoothness and flatness regularizations. To

accelerate ST-GTrend training and inference at scale, we have also

developed Para-GTrend, a hybrid parallelism algorithm, combining

both model and data parallelism to facilitate scalable graph learn-

ing. Our experiments have verified that ST-GTrend outperforms

existing SOTA methods over PV datasets with diverse degradation

patterns and datasets, generalizes to other types of datasets, and

scales well with more computing resources.
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